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Paul Álvarez Project is a different musical proposal which masterfully fuses a Flamenco base with the 
soul of black sounds and the best of classic rock. Surrounded by the best musicians and voices, Paul 
Álvarez leads a musical project which is a concept in itself, a quintet with an astounding versatility. 

In his continued exploration of the sound richness of 
Flamenco, guitarist Paul Álvarez takes his ongoing 
learning and his creative curiosity to other levels of 
coexistence. That close relationship between 
Flamenco and blues or jazz was already observed in 
his album “Podría ser…” (﴾“It might be…”)﴿. Now, it is 
more apparent in new compositions or in variations 
of already recorded songs: an instrumental version 
of “Maestro Morente” (﴾“Master Morente”)﴿ or the 
song “Run”, which Marian Ledesma sings in English. 

Even if the sound of Paul Álvarez Project relies 
largely on the Flamenco spirit that floods his 
creations, many other musical influences leave their 
mark in the compositions of the band. A certain 
touch of blues, a jazzy tune which draws from the 
best influences of the genre and, above all, a 
growing preference for progressive rock that can be 
clearly seen in the strong instrumentation ruling 
every single theme. All this turns the sound of Paul 
Álvarez Project into a genre which has yet to be 
explored, where Flamenco tradition and the ground-‐
breaking guiding thread of progressive rock go hand 
in hand. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gATCZKDGBU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHnT2QbBQG8


 
The author assembles the pieces of a new project in 
which Flamenco sets off in new directions. He calls that 
musical advancement “progressive Flamenco”. The label 
is appropriate insofar as the Flamenco breathing that 
nourishes and builds its work grasps the essences of 
other currents to culminate in an accumulation of styles, 
structures and formats which aptly fit together, despite 
their formal differences. In this new route plan, he is now 
accompanied by Pablo Pérez on the bass, Bruno 
Couceiro on the drums and Iago Mouriño –who had 
already taken part in the recording of “Podría ser…”– on 
the keyboard. 

AUDIO 

“Podría ser…” 
First solo album of Paul Álvarez. 

©2013 
Listen and download here. 

 

“Run” -‐ Single 
PaulÁlvarezProject next album to be released in autumn. 
©2016 
Listen and free download here. 

VIDEO 

Enlaces a YouTube: “Run” (﴾Live)﴿ “Maestro Morente” (﴾Instrumental Live)﴿ 

PaulÁlvarezProject 
www.paulalvarez.es 
info@paulalvarez.es
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